To
Repair
or Replace?
A DECISION GUIDE

By Casey Services HVAC

To Repair or Replace?
That is the question:
If your are reading this guide you may be experiencing a major HVAC
breakdown, a lack of overall comfort in your home or even trying to
plan ahead knowing you have an older system. Regardless, We hope
this guide will help you make the best decision for your home.
*If your HVAC system is over 8 years old you should weigh the costs
and benefits of replacing your unit with repairing it. However, if
properly maintained, you could get 12-15 years out of a good HVAC
system. Don't think your only option is replacing an older system,
simply because of age alone.

How do you know if you simply need a repair or if it’s time
to plan a funeral for your HVAC? Many common HVAC
occurrences do not warrant replacement of the entire unit.

How do you know what the best course of action is for your
unit and your wallet? HVAC repairs and replacements can be
costly endevours.

How do I get the right information to decide what's best?
Every home and HVAC system is unique.

This quide is designed to help narrow
down your next move as a homeowner.

Commonvs.
Repairs
There are many factors to consider that are unique to each individual unit, which
is why you need a tech you trust to be an advisor, not a salesman. Below are
general considerations for common repairs if your unit is 8-10 years or older:

COMPRESSOR

BAD COILS

This is a common,
inexpensive repair.
However, if it happens
regularly, something
is wrong and drawing
high amperage, and you
should get your unit
inspected immediately.

The compressor is
a critical part that is
expensive to replace.
Some compressors have
have a 10 year warranty
(so be sure your tech
checks). Even with a
warranty on the part,
the cost of labor and
refrigerant is high.

Coils can rupture for a
variety of reasons and
empty the refrigerant into
the air. The price of the
part and the refrigerant
makes this a costly repair.
If your unit uses R22, and
is over 8 years old, you
should seriously consider
a replacement.

likely R E PA I R

REPLACE

likely R E P L A C E

BAD CAPACITOR

COOLANT LEAKS

MOTOR

Capacitors are small
short-term batteries that
“start” your unit’s motor.
They wear down over
time and are inexpensive
to repair, but repairing
them quickly can help
prevent larger issues.

Coolant leaks are serious
but can (and must) be
repaired. However, if this
is a frequent problem
you should consider a
replacement, especially
if your unit uses R-22
refrigerant (see below).

Motors are not a cheap
repair, but are usually
worth repairing. Motors
go bad over time, and
typically do not damage
other parts when they
break. However, other
issues may have caused
the motor to go bad.

likely R E PA I R

likely R E PA I R

BLOWN FUSE

R E PA I R

R-22 refrigerant was discontinued in 2014, and is expensive to replace. Newer systems
use R410-A which is more eco-friendly and roughly half the cost of R-22. Take this into
consideration when weighing the costs of repairing or replacing your unit.

Common Symptoms
exc e s s i v e d u st

r o o m s to o h ot O R c o l d

Leaky ducts can pull dusty, humid
air from attics, crawl spaces and
basements and distribute them
throughout your house. Sealing
your ducts may be a solution.

If this is suddenly an issue it
probably means your ductwork
has been damaged in some way.
If this has always been a problem,
or if your system is new, you may
simply need an airflow balance.

SYST E M n oi s E

hum idity problems

A noisy unit is definitely a problem
that needs to be investigated by
a professional. There may be a
simple repair, however, it is likely
the sign your system is aging
out and a replacement is on the
horizon.

Dehumidification is merely a byproduct of your AC, not its job.
Humidity levels in a home is a
result of how it was built. However,
if this is a sudden or worsening
problem, you may want to get
your ductwork checked for leaks.

Click on a symptom to learn
more about how to solve it.

!

Always be sure to use a licensed HVAC contractor to
service your unit. If the same issues keep occuring it
may be time to find a new contractor.

If you are leaning towards a replacement decision,
here are some guidelines for choosing the best
HVAC system for your home.

CONSIDER THE THREE C's
Contractor:

It is important to choose a local contractor because
not every HVAC company is capable of servicing every brand of HVAC. You
may want to think twice before choosing a long distance company. When it
comes to future service calls on your new unit, you’ll need someone local.

Cost:

Are you looking to save more money upfront or in the long-run?
There are a range of systems at different price points available. Are you
more interested in spending less money out of pocket now to replace your
system or are you leaning towards a unit that costs more now but saves you
money month to the month in lower utility bills?

Choice:

Determine the proper size needed for your home. Desired
SEER rating, tonnage and load calculation are all part of the decision making
process. The brand you choose is a lot less important than the installer. Pay
attention to what other’s are saying about a particular HVAC contractor.
What is their rating on the BBB or Angie’s List? In our experience you can’t
make everyone 100% happy. However, look to see how the company has
resolved any complaints that may have been lodged.

We recommend getting at least 3 quotes. But remember cheaper is not always better!

Having your house evaluated
by a HERS rater that can do a blower
door test to find out where your house
is leaking air. Our advice: Invest in
tightening up your home.

We’ve heard stories over the years
of other heating and air companies
recommending the contactor needs to be
replaced because it is dark or pitted.
All contactors are dark or pitted after the
first year, do not be fooled by this ploy.
The coil can also become shorted,
grounded or open causing an
electrical failure.

HELPFUL Terms:
When deciding what

system is the best fit for your
home, make sure that you are
comparing apples to apples.
Every HVAC technician you talk
to will use the same terms to
describe the features of a given
system. Just in case you are not
familiar with the HVAC lingo here
is a quick run down of the heavy
hitters.
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Before purchasing a new home,

SEASONAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY RATIO
Also known as SEER: Is the efficiency rating for central air
conditioners. New units must meet a 14 SEER minimum.
The important thing to remember here is that the higher
the number, the more efficient the air conditioner. In other
words, the higher the SEER rating the more productive the
unit is with the energy it uses.

TONS

Refers to the capacity of the air conditioner,
not the weight of the unit but the amount of heat it can
remove from your home in 1 hours time. The way the
necessary tonnage is calculated can be complicated.

Type of insulation
Number of occupants in home
Number of windows

ask a few simple questions:

Are there dampers in
every line?
What kind of guarantee
do I have about
duct sizing or
temperature
differentials?

DUCTWORK
A network of round ducts that flow
throughout your home and deliver air from your HVAC
into your home Ductwork is typically something that is
forgotten about after it is first installed.

We at Casey Services have hundreds of houses
we have installed units in with a temperature
difference of ½ to 1 degree; far outrating
the code requirement. This is not boasting,
these are facts. All houses are inspected by
a HERS rater, or third party as we call them.
This guarantees both you the homeowner and
is currently the code
requirement in the
us the heating an air contractor that your house is
State of NC.
built beyond current codes and is of superior quality.

4

DEGREES

SIZE MATTERS
Just Right:

The
Proper Way:
The Old
School Way:
Square Footage x

Caseys

25
12,000

- 0.5 = Required Tons*

The size of your
house alone is not
enough to determine
load calculation. See
the next page to
learn more about
what factors are
involved!

RULE OF THUMB!
The Indoor
Environment &
Energy Efficiency
Association
provides calculation
spreadsheets on
their website you
can view by
clicking here!

Run. Fast.

If a contractor tells you that they can base your unit size off of your
square footage alone. This outdated, one size fits all approach is not only illegal, but will
likely stick you with an oversized, more expensive unit.
*Formulas courtesy of http://asm-air.com/airconditioning/what-size-central-air-conditioner-for-my-house/

Area
Weather

Type of
Doors

Number
of Windows

Number
of Doors

Ceiling
Type

Square
Footage

Floor
Type

Skylights

Number of
Occupants

Size of
Windows
Location
of Windows
Foundation
Type

THE BOTTOMLINE
What’s the Cost?

How much does a new HVAC system cost? This is a bit of a
loaded question. There are many variables that come into
play and there is no one size fits all answer. There are a lot
of aspects, just remember this handy acronym:

MEEDS

Maintenance
Efficiency
Equipment
Ductwork
Size of home

Conclusion:

We're Competive!

Replacing your HVAC is a big purchase.
In fact, your HVAC unit is quite easily the
most expensive appliance in your home.
Unfortunately, most people don’t give
their HVAC a second thought until it stops
working. If your aging system is beginning
to fail, it is best to start your research now.
No one wants to feel pressured, by their
need for comfort, to make a substantial
purchase armed with little information.

Often times people find that prices
are typically competitive among HVAC
companies and base their final decision on
a number of factors. We pride ourselves
on both the level of education and service
that we provide for our customers. With
the help of load calculators and the
information in this guide you can make an
informed decision when assessing the need
to repair or replace your HVAC system.
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Contact Casey Services
919.556.3338
julia-caseyhvac@embarqmail.com
4900 Purnell Road
Wake Forest, NC, 27587

HELPFUL INFORMATION AND TIPS
www.caseyserviceshvac.com/blog

MORE RESOURCES & VIDEOS AVAILABLE
www.caseyserviceshvac.com/blog

